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Project outline:  

The Human Developmental Cell Atlas (HDCA) initiative aims to construct a comprehensive reference map of 
cells during development essential to understand normal organogenesis, the effect of mutations, 
environmental factors, and infectious agents on human development, congenital and childhood disorders, and 
the cellular basis of aging, cancer, and regenerative medicine. Yet, mapping cell states from the developmental 
stage to adult atlases remains difficult due to state-plasticity and unique gene programs across different 
tissues and ages. Here, we aim to construct a meta single-cell atlas cross-age, developmental, and tissues atlas 
using interpretable machine-learning models (Lotfollahi et al. 2022) . The prospective student will leverage 
deep neural networks to identify conserved or novel gene programs across different conditions to discover 
and link cell states and gene programs from our comprehensive developmental datasets (Suo, Dann et al., 
Science 2022 and unpublished whole human embryo). By extending the data to map age-related changes 
(paediatric skin cell atlas, paediatric thymus data)   and disease states (e.g. unpublished large cohort eczema 
data before and after treatment with duplimuab, JAK1 inhibitor and methotrexate), we aim to reveal gene 
programs across different ages extracted from healthy data and those altered in disease conditions to identify 
and reveal disease-associated programs. Next, we will extend the model to enable counterfactual predictions 
to in silico impute the molecular information for the unstudied population of cells in disease conditions  
(Lotfollahi et al. 2021) to further guide data generation and experimental design.       

The project's interdisciplinary nature, encompassing machine learning and biology, will provide the student 
with a unique training environment.   
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